INTRODUCTION
Main results. Throughout the paper K denotes a xed algebraically closed eld. By an algebra A we mean an associative nite dimensional K-algebra with an identity, and by an A-module a nite-dimensional (unital) left A-module. We shall denote by mod A the category of A-modules, by ? A the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A, and by A the Auslander-Reiten translation DTr in ? A .
For an algebra A with basis a 1 = 1; : : : ; a n , we have the constant structures a ijk de ned by a i a j = P a ijk a k . The a ne variety mod A Further, a string algebra is a special biserial algebra satisfying the additional condition that I is generated by paths ("monomials").
It has been proved by A. Skowro nski and J. Waschb ush in 21] that every representation-nite biserial algebra is special biserial. Moreover, Thiele showed in 23] that for any compact Riemann surface S with nonempty boundary, there is a representation-nite string algebra (S) such that the geometric realization of its Auslander-Reiten quiver is homeomorphic to S.
We are interested in degenerations of modules over representation-nite biserial algebras and our rst main result is as follows. 
where X ! N ! ! X is a sectional path consisting of noninjective modules.
As an application of the above theorems we get the following theorem. We shall need the following lemma. (iii) This also follows from (i), since (U) = 0, M;N ( (U)) = 0 and E( (U)) = U.
We shall need also the following Lemma (3 + 3 + 2) from 3(2.1)] and its direct consequence. : : l n and any zero string z, we de ne s(!) = s(l n ),s(!) = l n , e(!) = e(l 1 ), e(!) = l 1 and s(z) = e(z) = z.
Since A is representation-nite algebra, there is no proper string ! such that ! n is a proper string for all n 1, by 21]. So, we may assume that there is 1 h s such that 0;h is projective and 0;j is non-projective for all h < j s. In a similar way we get a number l s and a rectangle 0 of size (r; l) consisting of vertices i;j , for all 0 i r, 0 j l and with corners 0;0 , r;0 , 0;l and r;l , such that g;l is injective for some 0 g < r. Then 0;j = r;j?s for any s j l. Without loss of generality, we may assume that g is minimal ( i;l is not injective for 0 i < g). We set Then we obtain a rectangle without corners r of size (g + 2; l ? h + 2) in ? A . By Lemma 3.2, we get a contradiction, since the module r 1;1 = 0;h is projective and the module r g+1;l?h+1 = g;l is injective. 
On the other hand X i = rad( (X i )) and ? X j = (X j )=soc( (X j )), what implies (X i ) <`( (X i )) and`( ? X j ) <`( (X j )). This leads to contradiction and hence, (X 0 ) = (X k ) = 0 and there is at most one number 0 < i < k such that (X i ) 6 = 0.
Hence, if we set X = X 0 = X k and N = X 1 , we get in ? A a subquiver of one of the form (a), (b), or (c). 
